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A: Match the pictures with the following sentences. 

 

 

 

 

 

a .................... b.................... c.................... d.................... 

                   

1. Children should respect their parents.                                     

2.Hamid sits on the sofa and watches TV 

3.A bilingual dictionary  

4.My little sister sits on my mother lap 
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B. Choose the correct answer. 

1. Dad really………… at me when I didn’t do my homework. 

a. born                       b. shouted                    c. contain                       d. figured out 

2. The building is a …………………….of new and old styles.  

a. combination          b. supposed                   c. introduction               d. monolingual 

3. A book where you write what you have done each day is called……………….. 

a. share                      b. compiled                   c. project                       d. diary 
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C.Fill in the blanks with the words given. One word is extra. 

 

 

1. C is the……….for carbon . 

2. My uncle went to his son and……………him. 

3.I.R……………Islamic Republic. 

4.Students show their……………for the teacher by not talking . 
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D. Match the definitions with the words . 

I. 

                             A                                                                       B  . 

1.many times                                                                           a. calmly 

2. in a quiet way                                                                      b. repeatedly 

3.to stop being angry with someone                                        c. jump into 

                                                                                                 d. fogive 

II. 

       A                                                                                                   B           . 

1. burst ………                                                                             a. appreciation 

2. sense of…….                                                                            b. no pain 

3. spare….                                                                                     c. well 

                                                                                                      d. into tears 
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hugged – arrange – symbol – respect – stand for 
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E. Write the antonym of given words(two words are extra) 

 

1. kindness boosts energy and strength in elderly people.( ≠)                              a. develop 

2. we have to take care of elderly people                                                              b. donate 

                                                                                                                                c. lower 

                                                                                                                                d. young 

1 
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F. One word out . 

 

1. a)effective                         b)useful                      c)confusing                  d) helpful 

2. a)elementary                     b)technical                 c)advanced                   d)intermediate 

1 
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G. Make active and passive sentences. 

 

1.invented/ Baird/ the first television/ in 1924 

active : ………………………………………………………….  . 

passive : ………………………………………………………… . 

2.hunter/ the cruel/ the gazelle/ killed 

active : …………………………………………………………..  . 

passive : …………………………………………………………  . 
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H. Choose the best answer.  

 

1. Pancakes………….. every morning .  

a)made                                   b) was made                     c ) are made                 d) is made 

2. Saeed studied hard for the exam  , ………….. he passed the exam .  

a) but                                      b) so                               c ) or                               d) and  

3. Mina is happy, ……………… ?  

a) isn’t  she                             b) is she                         c)does she                      d)doesn’t  he 

4. You haven’t done your homework, …………………? 

a)don’t you                             b) have you                   c)do you                         d) haven’t you 
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I. Fill the blanks with ‘Who’ or ‘which’. 

 

Mr. sanders is a doctor …………. lives in a city. He works in a village ………….. is near a 

city .He is the type of guy …………… likes to spend his time wisely. 
1.5 
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J. Put the words in the correct order.  

 

1.Reza/ the class / attend /in hospital / he / cannot/ so/ is 

…………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

   1 
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K.Combine the two sentences with (and – but- or – so) .  

 

1.Sepideh likes spaghetti .Her grandmother hates spaghetti. 

……………………………………………………… 

2You can buy this coat. You can buy those shoes. 

…………………………………………………………… 
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L. Cloze test  

 
Read the following passage and then fill in the blanks with correct choices. 

A dictionary is a book which ……………1…………the meaning of words and expressions. 

You can find words easily because dictionaries put them in …………2………...order. There 

are several types of dictionaries. Dictionaries which………3………..words from one 

language to another, dictionaries of biography which tell about …………4……..…people. 

1- a. information              b. instances                    c. explains                          d. absents 

2- a. translation                b. alphabetical                c. pronunciation                 d. arrange 

3- a. shows                       b. teach                           c. explain                            d. translate 

4- a. famous                      b. advanced                    c. existed                            d. selected 
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M.Reading comprehension.  

 
A. Read the passage and choose the best answers.  

How to use a dictionary  
A dictionary is a very important tool for anyone who is learning a new language .With a good 

one you can do the following; you can look up the meaning of an English word you see or 

hear; to find a word quickly, you need to know the English alphabet perfectly. For words with 

more than one meaning you should choose one makes more sense in the context; checking the 

spelling and pronunciation are others facilities that a dictionary offers. Also to check the plural 

of a noun, part of speech, or past tense of a verb, a dictionary is helpful. Likewise, a dictionary 

provides readers with synonym or antonym, collocations, and grammatical information about 

a word too. In sum, learning a new language is fun by the use of a dictionary.  

 

1. What is a dictionary?  

 

2."One" in line "1" refers to….. .   

a) language                        b)tool                c) meaning                    d)dictionary  

3) Which one is synonym of " look up " in line "2"?  

a)listen                              b)search for       c)write                           d) figure out  

 

B. True or False  

1. Dictionary offers only one meaning for a word.                             True ☐    False☐  

2. An important tool for learning a language is a dictionary.            True ☐    False☐  
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